Companions lead the fight against cancer
Advancing translational medicine through clinical trials offers hope for improved health in pets and people.

VET MED IN THE NEWS

National Geographic
Behind the scenes at North America’s only truffle dog competition

United States Emerging Emerging
What to expect in the equine emergency room

dvm360
Virginia Tech veterinary students use VR technology to study dog’s anatomy

VET MED IN THE NEWS

Virginia Tech moves interim provost into permanent position

United States Emerging Emerging
What to expect in the equine emergency room

dvm360
Virginia Tech veterinary students use VR technology to study dog’s anatomy

AROUND THE COLLEGE

Xiaoping Zhu named associate dean of Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine’s Maryland Campus

Public health faculty members spoon out answers at Mini Medical School

Therapy on four legs: In memory of Delaware

ALUMNI CORNER

Alumni gathered for a VMCVM Alumni Social at the Hotel Roanoke and Conference Center’s Pine Pub while attending the Virginia Veterinary Medical Association annual conference.

FEATURED VIDEO

Casino Night 2019 “Night Under the Big Top” raised $12,000 to benefit our Compassionate Care Fund!

Upcoming Events

Career Transition Workshop - March 15-16
Virginia Tech Giving Day 2019 - March 19-20
Annual Vet Med Open House - March 23

STAY CONNECTED